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Conference time is little more than a month away so you should be making your  

reservations soon. What a great line of speakers that you will not want to miss.  

Reservations are coming in and we are filling up fast. If you haven't gotten your  

dues paid or reservations made, now is the time.  You do not want to miss Drew and 

Heather Collins' presentation. Their daughter Elizabeth and cousin Lyric Morrissey 

Cook were taken and later killed last year in Evansdale. Hear their story first hand  

in what they went through. 
 

Election of officers will take place, so if you are interested in running for an office, 

make your intentions known to one of the board members. A great way to learn  

about this great organization is to get involved.  Your Board of Directors has  

proposed a change in by-laws. All changes must be approved by the membership  

at the annual meeting/conference. The following change is:  
 

Article III: Membership Section 1: Class of Membership 
 

                A. Full Member: A full member shall be any resident of the State of Iowa, who is dully licensed to transact business  

in the State of Iowa as a Private Investigative Agency or Private Investigator. Full members shall have all rights of membership, 

except as provided for elsewhere in these by-laws. 
 

                                                                Change to read 
 

                Full Member:  A full member shall be any Private Investigator, who is duly licensed to transact business in the State 

of Iowa as Private Investigator and or Security Agency. Full members shall have all rights of membership, except provided for 

elsewhere in these by-laws.  
 

                B. Associate Membership: Is available to any out of State licensee or investigator. An Associate member shall have 

all rights of membership, except the right to serve on the IAPI Board of Directors or the right to vote at state conferences/

conventions. 
 

Change to eliminate all Associate Memberships. If approved all members would be full members 

                 

In closing I would like to thank you for giving me the opportunity again to serve as President of IAPI. To my fellow board and 

committee members, I could not have done this without you. What a great year. Thank you all. I am looking forward to a fantas-

tic conference and hope to see everyone there. 

Clare Reed, President 
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Any advertising submitted shall include, in advance of publication, the appropriate fee as well as camera-ready  

artwork.  All advertisements and claims made in such advertisements are the sole responsibility of the advertisers.  

The Newsletter welcomes submitted articles, notices and other information of interest to private investigators for  

publication.  The items published in this Newsletter and opinions herein do not necessarily reflect the views of the 

Iowa Association of Private Investigators. The IAPI reserves the right to edit, or strike any submitted article or  

advertisement which it deems inappropriate.   

 

The IAPI Newsletter is published quarterly by the Iowa Association of Private Investigators.  Please make checks  

payable to IAPI and send all inquires, articles and related informational materials to: Jeff Marlin, Editor, IAPI  

Newsletter, PO Box 11183, Cedar Rapids, IA 52410 or email jmarlin@marlinsspecialinvestigations.com 
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Efficiently Using Online Databases in an Investigation 
 

When conducting a background check, the main interest of the case is with the client, this rings true for any job. However, the 

investigator has an equally weighted responsibility to the subject as well. We hosted a webinar discussing background checks 

where an investigator told a story of an innocent woman losing her job due to an investigator reporting a false criminal record 

to her employer. After further research, the investigator discovered that the birth date on the record didn’t match the subject’s, 

nor did the social security number. 

This error was found in an online database, and the necessary research to validate the document was not conducted. Every 

piece of information handed over to a client must be thoroughly checked for the benefit of the client, the investigator, and the 

subject. These are errors can easily be avoided with diligent research and meticulous attention to detail when reviewing docu-

ments. 

 

Our webinar guests included Brian Willingham of Diligentia Group and Pamela Hay of Broad Range Investigation. Willing-

ham has been an investigator for more than 11 years and has conducted thousands of background checks. Hay is a professor at 

Boston University and has top secret clearance with the government to conduct civil background checks. Both investigators 

agreed that online databases are a valuable resource in a background check, as long as the investigator is using them correctly. 

 

Hay normally starts her investigation with an online-database search. “I think it’s a great place to start,” she says, “but you 

need to go over the report with a fine-tooth comb in order to ascertain the validity of the document and how accurate the infor-

mation is.” Online database information is manually entered, leaving room for human error. So although it is a good place to 

start, there are a few more steps required to confirm whether the record is legitimate.  

Willingham suggests multi-sourcing documents as a method to confirm the legitimacy of a file.  

“There are tons of errors in databases,” Willingham says, “one thing that I typically recommend to avoid errors is to multi-

source your information.” Investigators can do this a couple of ways: Start by using a variety of online-based and investigative-

based databases, as well as sourced material. Investigators can verify address history against the subject’s full name, search the 

subject with a middle initial, confirm work history against address history, etc. When the investigator can confirm that one 

piece of information is factual, he or she can begin to validate documents by checking what they know is true, and learning 

more about the subject from there.  

 

When the files match up, it’s a good idea to go on-site to a court to look for similar or the same documents. Files like criminal 

records and bankruptcy records usually have a social security number or a drivers license number, and once an identification 

number is confirmed the investigation will move a lot faster. However, it is essential for the investigator to take the necessary 

precautions in determining the subject’s correct identification number for the background check to move forward. 

Willingham also suggests searching state agencies. In New York, for example, there is an office of court administration where 

investigators can complete a statewide criminal check. When the information checks out manually, and across multiple docu-

ments, investigators can begin revealing information to the client and delving deeper into the investigation.  

 

Hay utilizes online databases to plan out her investigation. “Again, I think it’s a great place to start,” she says, “in order to plan 

the mission of your investigation and how much work has to be done.” By setting up a plan of how the investigator is going to 

find and verify information, he or she can be certain that the concluding information is true. This way, neither the investigator 

nor the subject is at risk of losing his or her job, reputation, or worse. Hay continues to stress the importance of checking the 

validity of the documents, “You actually need to pull these records, look at the files, review the documents, and make sure it is 

the subject of your investigation -- before providing any information to the client.” 

About the Participants 

Brian Willingham is a New York Private Investigator and the President of Diligentia Group. He is also #2 on the PInow list of 

Top Private Investigator Blogs. 

Pamela Hay is a criminal defense investigator and president of Broad Range Investigations. She also teaches investigative 

research at Boston University. 

http://www.diligentiagroup.com/
http://www.pinow.com/articles/964/top-private-investigator-blogs
http://www.pinow.com/articles/1440/broadrangeinvestigations.com
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5 Tips for Investigating a Person with a Common Name 
 

There’s no getting around it. There are more than 45,000 people with the name John Smith in the U.S., and 

somebody wants a background check on one of them. It’s certainly possible to find one in 45,000, but it’s 

going to take a bit of research. Due to the commonality of this quandary, each investigator has a few tricks 

of the trade to locate a subject with a common name. However, each case is different; and we wanted to 

give some experienced investigators a chance to collaborate and share some ways they have located a sub-

ject with a common name.  

 

We invited Detectives Pamela Hay and Brian Willingham to discuss how to combat a common name. “I 

think this is an area where you can separate a good investigator from everybody else,” Willingham says. 

He began his response by detailing the amount of articles and blog posts he has written on how to conduct 

a background check on a common name -- calling it one of the most difficult challenges within the profes-

sion. Willingham has been a private investigator for 11 years, conducting thousands of background checks 

throughout his career. His investigations company, Diligentia Group, specializes in background investiga-

tions. Hay is president of Broad Range Investigations, specializing in criminal and civil investigations. She 

also has top secret clearance with the government to conduct their background checks, and teaches a Pro-

fessional Investigations course at Boston University.  

 

Here are Hay and Willingham’s tips on locating a subject with a common name: 

1. Identify all the factual information that you can on the subject. 

When beginning an investigation, the sky’s the limit. Willingham stressed the importance of continuously 

thinking out of the box when drafting up the first profile, there’s always a chance that there is more infor-

mation out there, and it could ultimately make the job a lot easier. Willingham starts with a comprehensive 

list of everything he can gather about the individual. Here’s a few examples of the facts he will begin look-

ing for: 

 Address history 

 Work history 

 Spouses names 

 Ex spouses names 

 Children’s names 

 What schools do the children attend 

 What organizations the subject has been involved in. 

 Possible investments the subject is involved in. 

By having an array of data on the subject, that spans years across different territories, the investigator can 

conduct more thorough research confirming that he or she has the correct person -- which introduces the 

next tip . . . 

2. Conduct combination searches. 

A combination search is one of the most comprehensive ways to determine that the investigator is re-

searching the correct subject. Willingham explains that if the investigator knows that the subject worked 

for a certain company or organization, he or she can search within those records with the subject’s name 

and minimize the data that is being reviewed. These searches may lead to a middle initial that will then 

help specify the investigation even more. When it’s known that one piece of data is true, combination 

searches can help eliminate false information, and lead the investigator to factual data that will further his 

or her search.  
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3. Go to the courthouses in the areas they have lived to conduct on-site searches. 

Criminal records tend to have a specific identification number such as a social security or a drivers li-

cense number. Determining an identification number will highlight the John being investigated from all 

of the other Johns out there. In addition, obtaining the physical criminal record is a much more reliable 

strategy than an online search. Online document information is entered manually which leaves room 

for error. It only takes one error to prohibit a useful document  from coming up in an online search. Al-

so, if online sites such as PACER yield no results, this does not necessarily mean that the subject 

doesn’t have a criminal record. Not all states report to online databases. Going to the courthouse and 

searching records is surely the most fail safe way to review a subject’s criminal history, and to be sure 

that the correct John is being investigated.  

4. Continue speaking with the client as a source of information. 

When following the protocol, the client will provide the initial information for the investigator to begin 

the background check -- Hay advises a constant flow of communication throughout the entire investi-

gation. The investigator should be sure that he or she knows everything that the client knows about the 

subject. This may involve asking clients detailed questions and scheduling multiple meetings to be sure 

that both the investigator and the client are on the same page.  It’s not uncommon for information or 

memories to arise after the initial meeting to discuss the investigation.  

 

Hay gave an example of a background check she completed on a subject with a common name. Her 

first attempt at finding the subject yielded no results. She spoke with her client to hopefully get some 

more information, and it turned out the client knew that the subject had a mail-order bride. With this 

new information, Hay was able to locate the wife via social security records; because she received her 

social security number in her 20s, this narrowed her search significantly. Once she had located the 

wife, she was able to find her subject via marriage records. It’s not uncommon for this amount of leg 

work to be necessary to locate a subject -- but without continuing the conversation with her client, Hay 

would not have been able to complete the background investigation. 

5. Go out into the field for surveillance activity. 

With all of the capabilities of today’s internet, it’s easy to get carried away with online databases. Alt-

hough they can make the job a lot easier, don’t rule out surveillance activity when investigating a sub-

ject. Hay suggests to figure out where a person frequents, this may be through interviewing sources 

and, or discussing with your client, in order to follow through and further your investigation. 

 

Background investigations are one of the more common reasons for a client to hire an investigator: for 

hiring a new employee, a nanny, agreeing to a business deal, and more. Eventually, one of those people 

is going to be named John Smith, and not every investigator can locate one out of 45,000.  As Willing-

ham mentioned, this in opportunity to rise to the top of the investigation field. Incorporating these strat-

egies in your practice should alleviate some difficulty in locating the subject, and allow you to continue 

to grow and excel within your business.  

About the Participants 

Brian Willingham is a New York Private Investigator and the President of Diligentia Group. He is also #2 on 

the PInow list of Top Private Investigator Blogs. 

Pamela Hay is a criminal defense investigator and president of Broad Range Investigations. She also teaches 

investigative research at Boston University. 

http://www.diligentiagroup.com/
http://www.pinow.com/articles/964/top-private-investigator-blogs
http://www.pinow.com/articles/1440/broadrangeinvestigations.com
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Advanced Insurance Investigation: Taking Recorded and Written Statements 
 

Statements, either recorded or written, are essentially the work-product of your interviews with the 

people who are involved with an insured loss.  As previously mentioned, these statements lock the  

interviewee into their story and make it difficult to change their description of the events that lead 

to the loss in the event the claim is litigated in civil or criminal court. 

 

Statements can be either written or recorded; regardless of the method used, they all follow the 

same pattern and have three distinct parts: 

 The introduction; 

 The body; and 

 The closing. 

Recorded statements have long been the investigative standard, mostly because they are easy to 

obtain and are often more powerful than written statements if produced in court during a trial.  The 

investigator is free to focus on the communication, both verbal and non-verbal, and it may also 

serve to protect the interviewer from claims of misconduct or using threats as well. 

Most are recorded onto a cassette with a standard audio recorder or they are saved digitally, but 

videotaped statements are being used more often now that video cameras are becoming both very 

small and exceedingly affordable.  I find however, that claimants are much more hesitant to give 

video statements than recorded statements.  I’m sure that there are many psychological factors in-

volved, but the method and procedure to take an audio or video recorded statement are essentially 

alike. 

When conducting a recorded statement it is imperative that the recorder being used is of sufficient 

quality to accurately and clearly capture both sides of the interview.  Recorded interviews are al-

most always transcribed into a written record, and the transcriptionist must be able to completely 

understand everything on the tape.  You must be prepared prior to arriving at the interview with 

extra batteries and cassettes.  I carry around an extra box in my car that is essentially a redundant 

recording system, replete with a backup recorder, tapes and batteries, statement forms, records re-

leases, etc.  I never open that box unless it is an emergency. 

Remember that the recorder will not discriminate, and all parts of the conversation will be cap-

tured to tape.  I have listened to tapes of junior investigators making inappropriate comments, us-

ing profanity and losing their tempers.  If you are not adept at conducting a recorded interview, 

have communication difficulties like stuttering or stammering or cannot avoid colloquial speech, I 

highly suggest obtaining a written statement.  Practice does make perfect though and you will have 

to start somewhere.  The best interviewers I know today strive for excellence and as part of getting 

better they always review their recorded interviews and self-critique their performance.   I person-

ally used to have a problem with the “ummm’s” and “OK’s.”  By making it a habit to critique each 

interview, I eventually erased them from my vocabulary.  Consequently, the transcripts of my in-

terviews are more articulate and appear more polished. 

http://pursuitmag.com/advanced-insurance-investigation-taking-recorded-and-written-statements/
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Two other points that I would like to make:  Since I use standard size cassettes that are 60 minutes 

long (30 minutes each side) I program my watch to alarm every 28 minutes during the inter-

view.  This way I am reminded to switch sides or change tapes as needed.  Also, my clients prefer 

that I not use the digital voice recorders that are gaining popularity.  They are concerned that the 

original product of the interview cannot be saved even though transferring the recording to a com-

pact disc produces an exact replica (1’s and 0’s are not mixed up and nothing is added or subtract-

ed from recording).  Additionally, I have had one client tell me that her company has concerns 

about the shelf life of DVDs and CDs that are being produced on personal computers (failures due 

to age are now being well documented as these types of media are becoming older). 

The introduction part of a recorded statement must always begin with the identification of the par-

ties that are going to be recorded, the date and location of the interview, the subject matter being 

discussed and acknowledgment/permission from the interviewee to continue to record the state-

ment.  In instances where you are conducting the interview via telephone, exchange the address 

with the phone number at which you called the interviewee. 

Here is an example of my typical opening: 

“This is Scott Harrell with CompassPoint Investigations.  Today’s date is June 14, 2004, it is 

11:30 a.m. and we are at the home of Ms. Jane Doe located at 123 South Main Street, Anytown, 

Anystate.  I am speaking to Mr. John Smith regarding AllState claim number 111222333 docu-

menting Mr. Smith’s description of a traffic accident that occurred on May 20, 2004.  Mr. Smith, 

are you aware that I am currently taping this interview?  (Wait for an answer.) Do I have your per-

mission to continue to record this conversation?” 

I always include a “disclaimer of incentive” and “guarantee of sobriety as well:” 

“Mr. Smith, have I offered you anything in return for recording our conversation today? (Wait for 

an answer.)  Are you currently on any type of drugs, medication or alcohol that will prevent you 

from understanding my questions and answering them fully?” 

I then continue with the questions outlined in the Statement Guides included within 

the Appendix of this course. 

In the event you must stop the tape for whatever reason, do not speak with the interviewee while 

the recorder is off.  Instead, end each side of the tape and begin the new side with something to the 

effect of: 

“Mr. Smith, I have to stop this recording now to change tapes.  The time is now 11:58 a.m. and I 

am turning the recorder off.” 

“This is the first (or second, third, etc.) continuation of a conversation between Scott Harrell and 

John Smith regarding AllState claim number 111222333.  The time is 11:59 a.m.  Mr. Smith, 

while I was changing tapes did we discuss this case?” 
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Upon concluding the recorded interview, you must state that the interview is over, give the inter-

viewee an opportunity to add or change anything that was said, confirm permission to record the 

conversation, confirm your disclaimer of incentive and close the recorded statement with the date 

and time: 

“Mr. Smith, I have no further questions at this time.  Is there anything that we have left out or that 

you would like to add to our conversation?  (Wait for an answer.)  Were you aware that I was re-

cording this conversation and did I have your permission to record it?  (Wait for an answer.)  Did I 

offer you anything in return for recording this conversation today?  (Wait for an answer.)   Thank 

you very much for your time.  It is 12:30 p.m. on June 14, 2004 and I will terminate this recording 

now.” 

Taking a written statement is virtually the same process as taking a recorded statement; each re-

quires the opening, body and a professional close.  There are two types of written statements- the 

“Narrative Statement” and the “Question and Answer Statement (Q&A).”  Some of the rules in-

volving statements include: 

 Never take a written statement from someone who claims that they cannot read or write fluent-

ly in English. 

 The statement must be legible. 

 Set aside plenty of time to take written statements. 

 Use only one side of each page. 

 Always use a blue or black pen, never use a pencil, and always bring a spare. 

 Use only one line to strike through mistakes and empty spaces. 

 Initial your mistakes and have the interviewee initial his or her mistakes. 

 Make sure that each page of the statement is consecutively numbered and includes the total 

number of pages in the statement. 

 On the last page of the statement have the interviewee draw a line diagonally through the blank 

space at the bottom and underneath their closing statements and signature.  Have them write 

“Nothing further this page.” and include the date and their initials. 

The Q&A is most like a recorded statement in that both the investigator and the subject of the in-

terview are actively involved in the statement taking process.  The investigator simply writes a 

question and the interviewee writes an answer.  I prefer this type of written statement to a Narra-

tive because it allows me to control the direction of the statement, and it is easier to use with sub-

jects that are of average or lower intelligence or have difficulty expressing him/herself in writ-

ing.  Additionally, witnesses can be either self-conscious of their writing ability or look at the Nar-

rative as a burden not being shared by the both of us – he or she gets to do all of the writing while I 

sit back and watch. 

I use the following preprinted forms for taking Q&A statements: 

The first couple of questions I ask are similar to the recorded statement (note that while using these 

forms, I write a “Q” before each of my questions and an “A” prior to the subjects response: 
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Q:        Where is this interview currently being conducted?” 

A:        Let them write the location. 

Q:        Have any promises or threats been made to you in return for giving me this statement?” 

A: 

“Q- Are you currently under the influence of any drugs, medication or alcohol that will prevent 

you from understanding and answering my questions?”  

“A-…” 

Then I continue on with my questions following the Statement Guide included in this course.  I 

will always write the “A-” before giving the paper back to the interviewee; they will almost always 

forget to write it themselves. 

When concluding the Q&A statement I finish with the following questions: 

“Q- Do you have anything that you wish to add or remove from this statement?” 

“Q- Have any promises or threats been made to you in return for giving me this statement?” 

“Q- Are your answers true and correct to the best of your knowledge?” 

“Q- Have you read over this statement in its entirety and have you understood every question 

asked?” 

The “Narrative Statement” is the most common type of written statement obtained and should fol-

low the interview process as soon as possible while their story and any newly elicited facts are still 

fresh is the subject’s mind.  In this type of statement, the interviewee is simply asked to write what 

happened or what they know about the cause of the investigation.  This is most often accomplished 

in the interviewee’s own handwriting with the direction and guidance of the interviewer.  There 

are instances where an investigator may write the statement for the interviewee and then have him/

her attest to the statement, but it is rare. 

As in the previous statements, the narrative will begin with an opening, introducing the person 

writing the statement, the date and time the statement is being made, etc.  I typically dictate this to 

them to facilitate the process: 

Following the opening paragraph, I will gently guide them into writing the rest of their statement 

and like them to begin with something such as: 

“On May 20, 2011…” 
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“I, John Smith, freely make the following statement to Scott Harrell of CompassPoint Investiga-

tions concerning a traffic accident in which I was involved on May 20, 2011.  I currently live 

at 123 Main Street, Anytown, Anystate.  I was born on January 1, 1960 and my social security 

number is 123-45-6789.  I am employed as a mechanic at ABC Manufacturing in Anytown, Anys-

tate and have been there for 22 years.  I make the following statement of my own free will, without 

threat or promise of any kind, and I am not currently under the influence of any substance that 

would impair my ability to do so accurately.  Today is June 14, 2011 and it is 11:30 a.m.” 

The closing of the narrative statement also follows a pattern that I dictate to them: 

“I have read my statement over thoroughly and have nothing further to add at this time.  This 

statement is 4 pages long and each page has been numbered and initialed by me in the top right-

hand corner of each page.  Everything that I have written is true and correct to the best of my rec-

ollection and I have not been offered anything in return for giving this statement today.  This con-

cludes my statement.  The time is presently 1:30 p.m.” 

One last thought regarding taking statements, if you use diagrams, sketches, photos, etc. while tak-

ing a written or recorded statement, it is best to make a copy specifically for that interview.  Label 

the exhibit with the interviewee’s last name and a consecutive number or letter, such as “Smith-1,” 

and have the subject sign and date the back of each.  Introduce each of them in turn and refer to 

these exhibits by the name/number identification while taking the statement. 

For example, in a recorded statement or a written Q&A, I might ask, “Mr. Smith, have I shown you 

a photo that I have labeled Smith-1 and have you signed and dated the back of that picture?  (Wait 

for an answer.)  Please describe the photo labeled Smith-1.”   In a narrative statement, I would ask 

the subject to write something similar to “Using the photograph labeled Smith-1 provided to me by 

Scott Harrell and signed by me on the back, I recognize that to be the intersection where the auto-

mobile accident occurred on May 20, 20011.” 

Certainly an interview follows a specific process; from reviewing the case file, meeting and estab-

lishing rapport with the interviewee, enhancing his/her recall of the event being investigated, to 

concluding with a recorded or written statement.  But just as following a plan is important to inter-

viewing, so is the ability to interview well!   Interviewing also involves developing the competence 

to ask effective interview questions, listen skillfully and interpret what isn’t being said at the same 

time. 

 

 

 

L. Scott Harrell is the managing principal of CompassPoint Investigations, a thriving private in-

vestigation agency based in Pensacola, Florida, as well as the digital marketing and competitive 

intelligence consultancy, Broadside Incorporated. 
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SONY DCR-SX85 HANDYCAM DIGITAL VIDEO CAMERA RECORDER  Retail: $135.00 – $200.00 

 

If you’re looking for an inexpensive, standard-definition video camera with an outstanding zoom capability, you cannot beat the 

Sony DCR-SX85. 

PROS 

It is a small, lightweight (about 8 ounces) video camera with a Carl Zeiss lens that produces crisp, clear high-resolution video, 

and it can fit neatly in the palm of your hand. 

In terms of surveillance capability, this model has an amazing 70x optical zoom and 2000x digital zoom. With Sony Face De-

tection and Sony SteadyShot™ image stabilization enabled (and a monopod), you have a very powerful surveillance camera. 

With the 16 GB internal memory you can choose from three recording modes: HQ (235 minutes), SP (340 minutes) and LP 

(715 minutes).  Add a 32 GB memory card to the LP mode, and you’ll have about 1,405 minutes of video. Incidentally, I didn’t 

find much difference in the quality of video between HQ mode (the highest resolution) and LP mode. 

Time and date stamp are provided, as well as a very simple operation: push to record, push to stop recording. Even starting the 

camera is a no-brainer – open the LCD screen, and the lens cap automatically opens, and the camera powers on. This is very 

convenient for PIs who need the camera on and ready to record in a matter of seconds.  You can choose from two mode: MOV-

IE (for video) or PHOTO (for clear digital photographs). 

CONS 

No camera is perfect.  On the downside, the included 30-minute battery is not sufficient for our line of work. I purchased an 

additional 5-hour battery, which has served me well. The other major problem is not so easily remedied.  The camera lacks 

Sony NightShot™, making it difficult to provide video without available light. 

ACCESSORIES 

Power cord, A/V connecting cable, USB connection cable, rechargable 30 minute battery, Sony PMB software and operating 

manual. 

RATING 

3 out of 4 stars  An inexpensive, quality camera with crisp digital video for daytime use.  

Scott B. Fulmer is a 20-year veteran private investigator and is president and CEO of Resolutis Investigations, a Texas-based 

firm specializing in surveillance. He writes about surveillance for Pursuit Magazine and other publications and posts a popular 

weekly blog here, and you can follow him on Twitter at @Resolutis. 

http://www.resolutis.com/
http://pursuitmag.com/
http://blog.resolutis.com/
https://twitter.com/Resolutis
http://www.amazon.com/Sony-DCR-SX85-Handycam-Camcorder-Silver/dp/B004H8FN9E
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6 Tips for Covert Surveillance Indoors 
 

How to Follow the Subject Inside, Shoot Video, and Get Out Alive 
Mr. Webster defines surveillance as a “close watch kept over someone or something.”  It’s also bread and butter 

for many private investigators. And as any working PI knows, there’s a lot more to surveillance than passively 

sitting and watching. Whether it’s stationary or moving surveillance, keeping eyes on the subject can present 

quite a challenge. 

All surveillance is, of course, covert by nature. In this article, I’ll discuss covert surveillance indoors—in other 

words, following a subject inside a public establishment and videotaping her activities by use of a covert under-

cover camera. (For example, you might follow a subject suspected of workers’ comp fraud from his residence 

to Home Depot. When he enters the store, you grab your covert camera and follow him in with the intention of 

videotaping him exhibiting behavior outside the scope of his alleged injury.) 

These 6 tips will help you with the nuances of collecting the video evidence you need without getting burned: 

1. What Camera Should I Use? 

The short answer is that it’s a matter of personal preference. I’ve used a body cam, button cam, hat cam, drink-

ing mug cam, and a pen cam. Each had strengths and drawbacks. Currently, I like a certain car alarm key chain 

video recorder (found here).  In terms of price, versatility, and application to practically every kind of covert 

surveillance, this device cannot be beat. It fulfills the two most important elements you want in a covert cam-

era: Reliability and ease of use. 

2. Pay No Attention to the Man Behind the Curtain. 

Sure, it’s exciting to be a private investigator. But you are not the great and powerful Oz: When you follow 

someone indoors, you don’t want to impress anyone or attract attention. You want to disappear. Do not wear 

bright clothing. Avoid wearing shirts with noticeable graphics or phrases. 

With a covert camera you’ll need to be about 10 to 15 feet from the subject and still be practically invisible. 

You’ll have to maintain this distance to videotape him as he moves around the store. Unless you come 

equipped with Harry Potter’s invisibility cloak, this can be difficult. Dress in dark colors or shades of brown. 

Wear a dark colored plain ball cap without a noticeable logo. If you’re gorgeous, do your best to uglify yourself 

a bit. 

3. We Don’t Need no Stinkin’ Badges! 

If you’re made during a covert surveillance, be prepared to identify yourself (not to the subject of course.)  Loss 

prevention or management may have questions for you. Unfortunately, there are plenty of pedophiles and per-

verts in the world. You do not want to be identified as such (particularly if they discover your covert cam-

era.)  Make sure you have your private investigator identification and a business card. This is especially im-

portant if they call Five-O. 

4. Steady… 

In the 1987 film Gardens of Stone, James Caan plays a crusty old sergeant in charge of an army unit at Arling-

ton National Cemetery that provides military honors to soldiers killed in Vietnam.  He always yells “Steady!” 

when he hears soldiers talking while standing in formation. I love that. 

http://pursuitmag.com/6-tips-for-covert-surveillance-indoors/
http://www.pimall.com/nais/keychainvideo.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q6GIeBlKx2Q
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Think “Steady” as you walk with your covert camera. I can’t stress this enough. You must make a point to con-

sciously walk smoothly and let each step roll off the balls of your feet while keeping your upper body (and the 

camera) level and steady. If not, your video will look like an episode of NYPD Blue, and your client will need 

Dramamine to watch it. 

Additionally, since a covert camera is covert by nature and does not have a viewfinder, you’ll need practice 

with the camera ahead of time to get a feel for how close it videotapes and how shaky it can get. 

5.  ”Tell me a story, Jack.” 

Again with the movie analogies: In the 1982 film 48 Hours, Eddie Murphy and Nick Nolte play a convict and 

police detective at odds with each other but forced to work together. During surveillance, Murphy’s character 

clowns around and requests a bedtime story: “Tell me a story Jack.”  We can’t print Nolte’s reply in a family 

magazine, but the phrase “tell me a story” should resonate. 

Let the video tell a story.  The client should be able to watch it and know, basically, what happened without 

referring to the written report. For example, if you’re following a subject into a shopping mall, make sure to 

record the name of the mall on the door. If the subject has entered Sears, record the Sears sign. If he’s in the 

appliance section, capture the section sign. 

Tell a story with the video of where your subject went and what she did. You are selling a service, an intangi-

ble…an observation, yes—but as complete an observation as humanly possible. You are selling a story. 

6.  Follow You, Follow Me 

Phil Collins sang “I will follow you. Will you follow me?”  I doubt Phil ever did any covert surveillance, but he 

was apparently interested in who was following whom. 

You should be as well, especially if you end up following your subject indoors at multiple locations. You can’t 

shoot covert video every time the subject gets out of the car. He’ll wonder why you happen to appear at every 

store where he’s shopping that day. 

Make careful choices about where you follow the subject. Avoid short stops (such as convenience stores).  The 

minimal video you get will not be worth the effort…and the increased likelihood of getting burned. 

  

 

Scott B. Fulmer is a 20-year veteran private investigator and is president and CEO of Resolutis Investigations, a 

Texas-based firm specializing in surveillance. He writes about surveillance for Pursuit Magazine and other publica-

tions and posts a popular weekly blog here, and you can follow him on Twitter at @Resolutis. 

Mr. Fulmer is available to speak to your group, seminar, or conference as a presenter or keynote speaker.  He’s a 

decorated Gulf War veteran, holds a BA in criminal justice from the University of Texas at San Antonio, and resides 

in the Texas Hill Country with his beautiful wife, three very responsible teenagers and a cat named Pepper. If you 

have any questions or investigative needs, contact him at (210) 520-0148 or by email at scott.fulmer@resolutis.com. 

http://www.resolutis.com/
http://pursuitmag.com/
http://blog.resolutis.com/
https://twitter.com/Resolutis
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Kip Fennelly  
Custom Solutions Investigations 

212 N. Howard Street 

Indianola, Iowa 50125 

Phone: 515-961-0033 

Fax: 515-961-5711 

Email: kip@csi-ia.com 

Reminder: 
 

Please support your Iowa Association of Private Investigators 

Association by obtaining your CEU’s at our Annual IAPI  

conference which is being held this year on July 25 & 26, 

2013 at the Holiday Inn on Merle Hay Road, Des Moines,  

Iowa.  It also benefits the association if you stay at the hotel.  

We will have many informative speakers and vendors.  This is 

also a great time to network with fellow PI’s.  For more infor-

mation about the conference please visit our IAPI website at 

www.Iowa-Investigators.com website. 

Bernard Ortiz 
526 Village Court       

Altoona, Iowa 50009 

Phone: 515-238-7783 

Email: moockey@gmail.com 

 

IAPI would like to welcome these two new 

members to our Association. 

mailto:kip@csi-ia.com
mailto:moockey@gmail.com
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